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Abstract
Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) has been proven difficult to clinically differentiate from Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s

disease (PD). Unfortunately, autopsy confirmation remains the gold standard for accurate diagnosis of DLB. Consequently, DLB has

been far less studied at both the genetic and mechanistic levels than AD and PD. Both DLB and AD share similar inheritance patterns
and may also share some common risk factors and pathological features. However, DLB has distinct overall pathology manifesting
in distinct early phenotypic patterns such as fluctuating cognition, pronounced visual and/or auditory hallucinations, together with

movement disorders similar to parkinsonism. To understand DLB further, the other common and varied risk factors to AD and PD,
and the associated cellular pathogenesis and genetic factors should be closely examined.
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Dementia with Lewy bodies

A proportion (20 - 50%) of patients with PD may develop

Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) is the second most common

dementia or PDD usually after 10 years following diagnosis

50 - 60% of all dementias [1]. DLB and Parkinson’s disease with

only a few pathologic differences existing between DLB and PDD-

dementia syndrome representing 10 to 15% of total dementia

cases, after Alzheimer’s disease (AD) which accounts for the other
dementia (PDD) share the common neuropathological inclusions
of Lewy body accumulation, and together, they are known as

Lewy body dementias. Currently, considerable confusion exists

concerning the clinical, neuropsychological, pathological and

genetic delineation of DLB with AD, Parkinson’s disease (PD) and
PDD [2]. More accurate clinical diagnosis of DLB is important to
determine the differences in prognosis and management for DLB
from other dementing or movement disorders more efficiently.

In general, DLB patients generally have a shorter survival period

(~2 - 8 years) after reporting rapid declines in cognition and other
domains during the clinical course after initial dementia diagnosis
when compared to AD or PD patients [3].

[4]. Moreover, cognitive features of PDD are similar and often

indistinguishable from the clinical syndrome of DLB, and there are
with more severe neuronal loss in the substantia nigra in PDD than

in DLB cases [5], whereas most DLB cases have AD-like amyloid
pathology with some neurofibrillary tau tangles, while cortical

amyloid load is infrequent in PDD [6,7]. When dementia develops
after a year of an established motor disorder, we define it as PDD;

in contrast, when dementia develops prior to or within one-year of
motor deficits, we define the disease as DLB [8,9].

Diagnostic criteria and pathophysiology for dementia with
Lewy bodies
Third consensus report diagnostic criteria (2005)
Clinically, according to the diagnostic guidelines [2,8,10], DLB

is characterised by progressive dementia, fluctuating cognition,
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recurrent visual hallucinations that are well-formed and detailed,

fluctuating confusions, and associated extra-pyramidal parkinson-

ism-like symptoms. According to a meta-analysis study [11], the
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of the 2005 clinical diagnos-
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Conclusion

Therefore, differentiating DLB from AD, PD and PDD may be a
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